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 The setting for this historical novel is Pella, IA, in 1869.  The main character is thirteen-

year-old Elsje Van Der Zuiden, whose parents immigrated from the Netherlands twenty-two 

years earlier.  The reader is treated to glimpses of her life as a farm girl—planting, making 

butter, harvesting.  The book also covers other interesting aspects of her life—a day at school, 

her birthday spent gathering berries at a nearby lake, the two weeks when she kept house for her 

brother and sister-in-law after their son was born. 

 While Elsje’s life is interesting enough, the author intertwines these stories with a broader 

theme that affects all of the Reformed settlers in Pella: the need for some to resettle elsewhere, 

because Pella does not have enough land for the fast growing group of Dutch settlers.  A group 

of men are sent out to search for another place where a colony can be established.  They decide 

on Cherokee County, Iowa, but when this decision is published in their Dutch newspaper, land 

speculators grab up all the land.  So, where next?  None less than Sioux County, IA, and 

particularly Orange City. 

 Orange City?  Why would a city in northwest Iowa, where no oranges will ever grow, be 

given the name Orange City?  It has to do with William of Orange, but that’s all I’m telling you; 

read the book for the detailed answer. 

 I recommend this book to anyone between the ages of 10 and 110, for several reasons.   

 First, it is wholesome reading, unlike many books and novels today.  And although it is a 

novel, it is historically accurate in many respects; Mrs. Vander Schaaf includes several footnotes 

of her sources as well as a bibliography at the end, indicating that she did some research before 

writing the book.  Let me put it this way: the book presents real life back then, as opposed to 

some future imaginary life presented in many books today.  

 Second, I found it interesting.  I hope the little summary above makes you interested also. 

 Third, the reader will get a little education in the Dutch language, because the author 

throws in Dutch words here and there (I counted about 70 different words), giving their English 

meaning in parenthesis.  What are kippen?  Paarden?  Koekjes?  What do gezellig and benauwd 

mean? 

 Fourth, every chapter that does not end with a recipe ends with a hymn, a quotation from 



the Heidelberg Catechism, or a relevant passage from the Bible (King James Version!).  These 

quotations are largely for the reader’s benefit, of course, but they also underscore that these 

Dutch were godly people. 

 Finally, the reader will learn some Dutch history.  What was life like in the Netherlands 

in the late 1840s that would make Reformed folk come to America?  What promise had 

Charlemagne made to the Frisians that they never forgot?  Not the least: who was William of 

Orange, and why was he so important in the history of the Netherlands? 

 A good read for a cold winter night by a fire! 

  


